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The PERFECTION (products) service has been developed during the
PERFECTION FP7 project. It provides a commercial platform, a search
engine for locating all sorts of manufacturers, distributors, resellers of
products or services that are, in some way, affecting positively a subset
of the PERFECTION indicators and are, in this way, contributing to a
better Indoor Environment Quality (IEQ). The platform directly brings into
contact IEQ product providers and potential product buyers.

IEQ product providers can access the service in order to add
information about their products and their contact data while IEQ
product users can search or express their interest for an IEQ published
or desired product.
PERFECTION (products) looks forward to a transparent, long-term
relationship with its users.
PERFECTION (products) is committed to the terms of the next page.
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YES/ NO

USERS
Can I publish my express of interest for an IEQ product/service?

YES

Is there any time limit after which my express of interest for an IEQ product/service is deleted from the system?

NO

Can I express my interest for a specific IEQ offering?

YES

Can I attach files (up to three) when expressing interest for a specific advertisement?

YES

Is it possible to be informed automatically via e-mail about interesting postings, according to the criteria I have set?

YES

Can I navigate, without limitations, through all the IEQ offerings of the service?

YES

Will my anonymity be secured?

YES

Can I have access to all other services offered?

YES

Is there any cost for me whatsoever? Is there any chance that something from the above will change over time?

NO

PROVIDERS

YES/NO

Is there any registration fee for the service?

NO

Is there any subscription fee for the service?

NO

Can I search for users' inquiries in the service without any cost?

YES

Will I have free access to all the data of the inquiries?

YES

Can I receive expressions of interest from prospective clients free of charge?

YES

May I publish my business identity into the service?

YES

If I publish my business identity, will it be free of charge?

YES

Is it possible to publish IEQ offerings free of charge?

YES

How many free of charge IEQ offerings can I publish?

NO LIMIT

Am I allowed to delete my old offerings and republish
new offerings free of charge?

YES

For how long does an IEQ offering live on the system?

FOR ONE YEAR

May I republish one of my IEQ offerings?

YES

Is it possible to advertise my company in the website of the service?

YES

How much does the advertising space cost?

Please contact us
at products@indoorperformance.net

From the above, what is possible to change?

The lifetime of the advertisements

What is not possible to change?

All services will always remain free of charge

products.indoorperformance.net

